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Abstract
In accessing large collections of digitized videos, it is often
difficult to find both the appropriate video file and the portion of the video that is of interest. This paper describes a
novel technique for determining keyframes that are different from each other and provide a good representation of
the whole video. We use keyframes to distinguish videos
from each other, to summarize videos, and to provide
access points into them. The technique can determine any
number of keyframes by clustering the frames in a video
and by selecting a representative frame from each cluster.
Temporal constraints are used to filter out some clusters
and to determine the representative frame for a cluster.
Desirable visual features can be emphasized in the set of
keyframes. An application for browsing a collection of videos makes use of the keyframes to support skimming and to
provide visual summaries.

1. Introduction
When reviewing collections of videos such as recorded
meetings or presentations, users are often interested only in
an overview of these documents. At FX Palo Alto Laboratory, weekly staff meetings and other seminars and presentations are held in a conference room outfitted with several
video cameras. All formal meetings and most presentations
are videotaped, MPEG-encoded, and made available to the
staff via the company intranet. These videos amount to
about three hours per week; currently we have more than
150 hours of video in our database. It is often difficult to
find both the appropriate video file and the portion of the
video that is of interest. As video is used more and more as
a permanent record for decisions made in meetings and
video conferences, it becomes more important to locate the
passages containing relevant information or even the meeting in which a decision was made. We want to help users
locate specific video passages quickly and provide them
with visual summaries of the videos.

Keyframes can be used to distinguish videos from each
other, to summarize videos, and to provide access points
into them. Well-chosen keyframes can help video selection
and make the listing more visually appealing. However, it
is difficult to determine a single frame that best represents
the whole video. It also can be difficult to distinguish videos based on a single keyframe, so we provide a number of
keyframes. Our goal is to determine a set of keyframes that
describes an entire video clip well.
We want to provide a variable number of distinct keyframes that provide a good representation of all the frames
in the video. We use hierarchical clustering and select one
frame from each cluster. Furthermore, if more or fewer
keyframes are desired, one can just increase or decrease the
number of clusters. We use temporal constraints to filter
out unsuitable clusters and to select a representative frame
for each cluster.
In the next section, we compare our approach to the
related work described in the literature. After describing
the details of our approach, we introduce an application
that makes use of our keyframe selection technique to provide access to a collection of videos. We conclude with
directions for future work.

2. Related Work
Most of the related work has been applied to professionally produced material such as movies, TV comedies, and
news programs. That work has concentrated on breaking
video into shots and then finding keyframes corresponding
to those shots. The results of that work are not directly
applicable to our application. First, videotaped meetings
and presentations are produced in a more ad hoc fashion so
that we cannot rely on established production practices.
Second, using one or more keyframes from each shot produces more keyframes than needed for our application.
Many of the systems described in the literature use a
constant number of keyframes for each detected shot.
Tonomura et al. [8] use the first frame of each shot as a
keyframe. Ueda et al. [9] represent shots with two key-

frames — the first and last frames of each shot. Ferman et
al. [2] use clustering on the frames within each shot. The
frame closest to the center of the largest cluster is selected
as the keyframe for that shot. Taniguchi et al. [7] generate a
composite image to represent shots with camera motion.
Other systems use more keyframes to represent shots
that have more interesting visual content. Zhang et al. [11]
and Günsel et al. [4] segment the video into shots and
select the first clean frame of each shot as a keyframe.
Other frames in the shot that are sufficiently different from
the last keyframe are marked as keyframes as well.
One way to reduce the number of keyframes is to
remove redundancies. Yeung et al. [10] select one keyframe for each video shot. These keyframes are then clustered based on visual similarity and temporal distance.
Since their purpose is to group shots to determine video
structure, the temporal constraints are used to prevent keyframes that occur far apart in time from being grouped
together. Our work uses temporal constraints to prevent
keyframes from appearing too close together in time.
Sun et al. [6] divide a video into intervals of equal
length and determine the intervals with the largest dissimilarity between the first and last frame. All frames from
those intervals are kept whereas only two frames from each
of the remaining intervals is kept. The process is repeated
until the desired number of frames or less is left. This
approach takes only fairly localized similarities into consideration and cannot apply constraints for frame distribution or minimum distance.
The system described by Tonomura [8] also can provide
an alternate representation of a video sequence that uses
keyframes that are evenly spaced, ignoring shot boundaries. Our efforts found that evenly spaced keyframes do
not provide sufficient coverage of video content.
The reviewed systems do not meet our goal of extracting an exact number of representative keyframes. Existing
systems either provide only limited control over the number of keyframes or do not perform an adequate job of finding truly representative frames. In addition, other systems
do not apply temporal constraints for keyframe distribution
and spacing.

3. Technical Details
This paper describes a novel technique for determining
keyframes that are different from each other and provide a
good representation of the whole video. We cluster similar
frames so that we can extract different keyframes by selecting one frame from each cluster. Several steps are performed in determining keyframes.
First, we determine a number of candidate frames to be
used as the input to the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
Selecting evenly spaced frames either returns too many

frames to compute the cluster hierarchy in a reasonable
amount of time or uses intervals between frames that are so
large that important details can be missed. Instead, we start
with a collection of frames that are already fairly different
from each other. We accomplish that by collecting all adjacent pairs of frames that exhibit large differences in an
image comparison. Rather than setting a fixed threshold for
the comparison score, we keep a fixed number of frames
that are most dissimilar to their neighbors.
The selected candidates are then clustered with a hierarchical agglomerative clustering technique. Some of the
clusters are filtered out using temporal constraints. Afterwards, we select as many clusters as keyframes needed.
From each cluster the member that best meets some temporal constraints is selected as the keyframe. Such constraints
require an even distribution of keyframes over the length of
the video and a minimum distance between keyframes.
To change the emphasis of certain classes of keyframes
such as close-ups or slide images, we modify the distance
function used by the clustering algorithm. Decreasing the
distance between less desirable images increases the likelihood that they will end up in the same cluster and therefore
be represented less in the set of keyframes. Increasing the
distance between desirable images has the opposite effect.

3.1. Selecting Candidate Frames
In a collection of equidistant frames, long scenes without much change are heavily emphasized, as shown in Figure 1. At the same time, frames from very short shots
might be missed with an equidistant selection.
Hierarchical clustering of the frames in the video produces better results as shown in Figure 2. The selected
frames provide a good account of the meeting.
Unfortunately, clustering is a computationally expensive operation so that it is not feasible to attempt to cluster
all frames in a video. To overcome the run-time limitations,
we collect candidates for keyframes that are dissimilar
from each other. Frames that are very similar to other
frames will most likely end up in the same cluster so that
they do not contribute much to the keyframe selection. We
collect all pairs of adjacent frames that show large differences in an image comparison. Including both frames of
the pair rather than just one of them addresses situations in
which a video sequence changes very gradually over time.
Rather than selecting a fixed threshold, we keep a buffer

Figure 1. Equidistant Keyframes

Figure 2. Automatically Selected Keyframes

with the N frames that are most dissimilar to their neighbors. If a video contains fewer samples than the buffer size,
all sampled frames are clustered. Otherwise, only the most
promising ones are considered.
The boundaries between dissimilar frames are potential
shot boundaries so that our approach can be seen as performing an implicit shot segmentation. However, the number of boundaries between candidate frames is selected to
be much larger than the number of shot boundaries
expected in the source material, so that our approach considers many more candidates than the usual approaches
that use up to three keyframes per shot [2, 8, 9]. The average shot duration is five seconds in a mixture of material
[1], so that one can expect about 720 shot boundaries per
hour. For our material of captured meetings, that number is
significantly lower. We use 1300 candidates for up to one
hour long videos with good success. Once all the candidate
frames have been determined, they are clustered.

3.2. Clustering Frames
Our goal in selecting keyframes is to determine a set of
frames that are different from each other and provide a
good representation of all the frames in the video. Clustering combines similar frames so that selecting one frame
from each cluster meets our goal. Furthermore, if more or
fewer keyframes are desired, one can just increase or
decrease the number of clusters.
For comparing frames, we investigated a wide variety
of common image comparison methods and selected a histogram technique. Histogram-based approaches are very
good for detecting overall differences in images. To make
the comparison even less susceptible to noise, smooth histograms were used. In such histograms, each bin spills a
fraction of its contents into the neighboring bins. To allow
for color effects, a three-dimensional histogram was used
in the YUV color space with 8 bins for Y (luminance) and
4 bins each for U and V (chroma) for a total of 128 bins.
We normalized the luminance before populating the histogram and used a χ2 metric to compare histograms.
For extracting M keyframes, the material is divided in
M clusters. This approach sidesteps the problem of selecting an appropriate threshold for the cluster size. Frames are
clustered using the complete link method of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering technique [5]. This method
uses the maximum of the pair-wise distances between the

frames in two clusters to determine the intercluster similarity. Other clustering methods can be used as well with
slightly different results. Figure 3 shows that the hierarchical clustering is performed by combining the two clusters
that produce the smallest combined cluster. Initially, each
image represents its own cluster. The altitude of a node in
the tree represents the diameter (maximum pair-wise distance of the members) of the combined cluster. Clusters are
represented by the member frame closest to the centroid of
the cluster. Note that the frames in the tree are not in temporal order. Their position in time can be determined via
the frame number at the top-left of every image (30 frames
per second). In the example shown, the clusters C1 through
C4 are split to extract five keyframes, the direct children of
the split clusters (see the emboldened parts of Figure 3).

3.3. Filtering Out Clusters
Clusters containing only a single image are very likely
to represent video artifacts such as switching distortion or
other types of noise. Frames with such artifacts are undesirable as keyframes, so temporal constraints are used to
filter out the corresponding clusters. In general, a cluster
should represent at least one uninterrupted sequence of
frames of a minimum duration to make sure that video artifacts and other non-significant events are not used as keyframes. The duration threshold depends on the source
material. The number of keyframes per hour also influences the minimum duration because the constraint has to
be relaxed when more keyframes are requested. In tests
with different source materials, we found that using three
percent of the average time between keyframes as a threshold produced good results. For example, if there is on average one keyframe every five minutes (300 seconds), each
cluster has to have at least one uninterrupted nine-second
sequence of frames.

3.4. Applying Temporal Constraints for Selecting
Representative Frames from the Clusters
Some of the earlier examples produced keyframes that
were very unevenly distributed over time and sometimes
very close together. Because keyframes are intended to be
attached to a time line in the application discussed in the
next section, it is desirable to spread them out over time.
The application presents keyframes to support skimming
through a video so that a semi-uniform distribution of keyframes is desirable. Keyframes should also not be too close
together. These issues are addressed by a proper selection
of representative frames from the clusters. Members of the
same cluster are supposed to be reasonably similar to each
other so that any member can serve as the representative of

Selecting five clusters

Figure 3. Selecting Five Keyframes from the Cluster Hierarchy

a cluster. This leaves room for applying temporal constraints to the selection of a keyframe from each cluster.
Usually, clusters have members spread all over the
duration of the video. It is desirable to pick a representative
frame from a time that the cluster dominates to give a good
summary of a video. To that end, the longest sequence of
members is determined for each selected cluster that is not
interrupted by members of another selected cluster. The
frame closest to the center of that sequence is chosen. This
approach has the added benefit that it maximizes the distance in time between the representative frame and any
frame from another cluster so that it becomes more likely
that keyframes are not too close together.
Applying the selection strategy described above does
not guarantee that there are no large gaps between keyframes. To ensure a semi-uniform distribution of keyframes, the total duration of the source clip is divided into
intervals of equal duration that each should contain at least
one keyframe. Using half as many intervals as requested
keyframes produces good results. The number of selected
keyframes in each interval is counted. For intervals that do
not contain a keyframe, keyframes are determined with the
following method. All intervals containing at least two
keyframes are checked in descending keyframe count
order. For each of the keyframes in an interval, it is
checked whether the corresponding cluster also has a member in the interval without a keyframe. If such a member is

found, it is used as a keyframe instead of the previously
selected one.
Some applications require a minimum distance between
keyframes, for example, to attach all keyframes to a time
line at the appropriate locations or to improve skimming
through keyframes. After the minimum time between keyframes has been determined, the following algorithm is
applied:
1. Find the minimum time between any two selected keyframes.
2. If that time is longer than the required time, the algorithm is done.
3. For the two clusters the keyframes belong to, try to select another member first for one cluster, then for the
other cluster, and finally for both clusters at the same
time until frames are found that meet the minimum distance requirement.
4. If no such cluster members can be found, decrement the
number of selected keyframes and remove one of the
two conflicting frames.
5. Continue until all frames meet the constraint.
As an example, this algorithm is applied to the five
selected keyframes shown at the top of Figure 4 with a
minimum distance requirement of two minutes (3600
frames). Frames 23745 and 23835 are only 90 frames
apart. Both come from clusters containing only a single
frame so that no alternatives are available. Frame 23835 is
dropped and the algorithm continues with four keyframes.
The distance between frames 27678 and 29361 is 1685

Figure 4. Keyframes with Sufficient Separation

frames. Frame 75 as a replacement for frame 29361 maximizes the distance to all the other keyframes. Now the minimum distance between any two keyframes is 3933 frames
and the algorithm stops. The bottom of Figure 4 shows the
resulting keyframes.

3.5. Emphasizing Video Features
Some classes of images are preferable as keyframes.
For example, close-ups on people tend to provide more
information than long shots. In addition, images of slides
often are more different from each other than video
images. If that tendency remains unchecked, sets of keyframes are heavily populated by slide images. Therefore, it
is desirable to increase the proportion of images such as
close-ups on people and to decrease the proportion of slide
images in the set of selected keyframes.
To emphasize or de-emphasize certain classes of keyframes, the comparison score can be modified according to
class membership. In previous work [3], we discussed the
use of confidence scores to represent detected features and
the computation of such scores with statistical models. One
example is the detection of Microsoft PowerPoint slides.
Figure 5 presents the likelihood for the presence of a slide
as a grayscale plot along the time line. Such slides are often
fairly different from each other so that they would dominate the set of selected keyframes. To avoid this effect and
to de-emphasize that class of images, the distance measure
of two images is reduced by a factor α times the product of
the feature confidences if the feature confidence for both of
them is above a threshold β (e.g., 0.5):
dist’ = dist(x,y) ∗ (1 - α ∗ conf(x) ∗ conf(y))
; 0 ≤ α ≤ 1; conf(x) > β; conf(y) > β
Reducing the distance measure among less desirable
images increases the likelihood that those images will be
included in the same cluster and thus represented less in the
set of keyframes. A feature can be emphasized by increasing the distance among the desirable images or by decreasing the distance among all the remaining images:
dist’ = dist(x,y) ∗ (1 + α ∗ conf(x) ∗ conf(y))
; 0 ≤ α < ∞; conf(x) > β; conf(y) > β

Figure 5. Web-Based Video Directory Browser

dist” = dist(x,y) ∗ (1 - α ∗ (1 - conf(x)) ∗ (1 - conf(y)))
; 0 ≤ α ≤ 1; conf(x) < β; conf(y) < β
Manipulating the distance function is sufficient for
manipulating the clustering behavior so that the less desirable images are more likely to be clustered together. For
our collection of captured meetings, this approach has
reduced the number of slide images included in the keyframes to one or two per slide presentation.

4. Application for Keyframes
To facilitate access to a large collection of digitized videos of meetings and other events, we implemented a webbased video directory browser (described in more detail in
[3]) that presents directory listings of videos (see Figure 5).
Videos are organized by content in directories (e.g., staff
meetings, seminar presentations, conference reports) and
sorted by date within each directory. Clicking on a video
opens a viewer to play it. The use of a standard web
browser and the MPEG file format enables casual access to
the video archive for almost all potential users without the
need for additional software or plug-ins. To ease the access
to the videos, we provide keyframes.
We enhance each video directory listing with representative frames to help recognize the desired video, and to
provide access points into the video. Well-chosen keyframes can help video selection and make the listing more
visually appealing. Because it can be difficult to distinguish videos based on a single keyframe, we provide a
number of keyframes. Initially, a keyframe chosen by the

Moving the mouse changes the
keyframe, the thumb position, and the time.

Keyframes can change
when zooming in.

Triangles mark keyframe locations.
Zooming in increases the number
of keyframes.

modify the clustering of frames to emphasize keyframes
with desirable features. This approach has been applied to
a large number of videos producing keyframes similar to
the ones chosen by hand.
An application using the keyframe extraction mechanism has been used by the employees of our company to
access a collection of video-taped staff meetings and presentations. The keyframe skimming interface greatly simplifies the task of finding the appropriate video and getting
an overview of it. To further simplify navigation in a video,
we plan to incorporate the keyframe display in a video
player. We also use our keyframe extraction approach to
create visual summaries of videos in different layouts.

6. References
Figure 6. Time Slider for Displaying Keyframes

video database administrator is displayed in the keyframe
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(see Figure 6).

5. Conclusions
We described a technique for selecting keyframes based
on image similarity that can produce a variable number of
keyframes that meet various temporal constraints. We use a
hierarchical clustering approach that can determine exactly
as many clusters as requested keyframes. Temporal constraints determine which representative frame from each
cluster is chosen as a keyframe. The detection of features
such as slide images and close-ups of people is used to
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